
NEOS ACTIVE FOAM

ALKALINE DETERGENT FOR THE FOAMING WASHING  

OF VEHICLES

Removes soil, greasy and static dirt  
without sponges or brushes.

Optimal anchorage on the car surfaces for  
excellent performances.

Works at lower grammages than the  
average ones on the market.

SUGGESTIONS

Do not exceed with  
dosages. Do not let the  
product dry on the  
bodywork. In case of  
overheated surfaces, it is  
suggested to wait until  
they cool down.

DESCRIPTION

NEOS ACTIVE FOAM is a detergent with high foaming power for car  
washing. Thanks to its special active foam formulation, it can remove  
soil, greasy and static dirt (as traffic film) without sponges or brushes.  
The active foam keep anchored for long time on the surfaces of the  
car, consenting a superior cleaning action for excellent results.  
Moreover, creates an antistatic and superpolished film that confers  
shine and glow to the car surfaces.
During the rinsing phase the product does not make further foam,  
eneasing the rinsing and preparing the car to the following washing  
phases.
NEOS ACTIVE FOAM works at lower grammages than the average  
ones used in traditional carwashes. It can be used in all foaming  
plants, as the waterfall And traditional arch, and it is ideal to  
emphasize the scenographic effect in the prewash phase. The product  
ensures optimal performances with medium-hard water as well.
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NEOS ACTIVE FOAM

ALKALINE DETERGENT FOR THE FOAMING WASHING  

OF VEHICLES

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL  
CHARACTERISTICS

Aspect Liquid

Color Pink

Odour Light, characteristic

Water solubility Complete at every ratio

pH 14

Specific weight 1.10 g/ml

Chemical character Anionic- Anphoteric

FOAMING POWER

High

AVAILABLE PACKAGING

Can of 25Kg - 016NEAFTN25

USE MODALITY

FOAMING NEBULIZER: 1-3%

SELF SERVICE GUN AT REGULAR FOAM: 40-70g  
per car

DOSATRON: 1-3%

PA GUN: solution at 12-15%

Apply the foaming solution homogeneously on the  
whole dry surface of the car. Wait a few seconds  
(about 30 seconds in summer, 60 seconds in  
winter), then rinse at high pressure.  

CORRELATED PRODUCTS ACCESSORIES

Nebulizzatore  
schiumogeno 25L
01AA720037

Nebulizzatore 25L
01AA720001
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I dati riportati sono basati sulle nostre attuali documentazioni e sul meglio delle nostre conoscenze: ciò nonostante non possono in alcun  
modo costituire garanzia ne’ comportare responsabilità legali. Al fine di migliorare la qualità del prodotto Allegrini S.p.A. si riserva il diritto di  
modicare lo stesso senza alcun preavviso e anche dopo l‘accettazione dell’ordine. Per ulteriori informazioni rivolgersi a: Allegrini S.p.A. - Vicolo  
Salvo D’Acquisto,2 - Grassobbio (BG) Italy - Telefono: +39 035 4242111 Fax: +39 035 526588 -   
e-mail: info@allegrini.com - www.allegrini.com
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